“I’m proud to lead a workforce that demonstrates kindness in so many ways. Our shipbuilders have helped build 17 Habitat for Humanity homes, donated thousands of pounds of food to the Virginia Peninsula Foodbank, donated an average 1,100 pints of blood per year and so much more. As Virginia’s largest industrial employer, we have the ability to make a big difference – whether mentoring middle school students or volunteering with nationally recognized charitable organizations. As a community, our collective kindness will bring about positive change from which we will all benefit.”

Jennifer Boykin
President, Newport News Shipbuilding

2019 VOLUNTEERS IN OUR COMMUNITIES
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Anthony Navarrette and A.J. Salazar

Anthony Navarrette and A.J. Salazar, employees at HII’s Technical Solutions division, organize and support a number of volunteer activities in Corpus Christi, Texas. In 2019, they spearheaded a fundraiser for the U.S. Coast Guard Chief Petty Officers Association, collecting gift cards, canned goods and diapers for families affected by the government shutdown.

“I volunteer because of the connection I make with the individuals I assist,” Navarrette said. “I sincerely love people. So, when I get the chance to help others or a cause, I am making a connection that will have an impact on someone’s life!”

Salazar added: “I volunteer to exemplify the values of both the U.S. Army and HII, while building teamwork within the MDIS family, and supporting the Corpus Christi community. We have fun at the events and get to share Christ’s love.”
“2019 was truly a year to be a shipbuilder at Ingalls! I am extremely proud of our more than 11,000 employees; not just for the work they continue to do in producing the ships our nation needs to ensure freedom across the globe, but also for what they are doing every day along the Gulf Coast to improve the communities in which they and their families live, work and play. Specifically, Ingalls and our employees have dedicated time, talents and resources to providing world-class career training opportunities across the region. The Shipbuilder Academy we recently opened, along with our Talent Development Labs, will provide men and women with career opportunities for generations to come. Combined with our continuing support for Special Olympics, Habitat for Humanity, Boys and Girls Clubs, United Way and other charitable organizations, Ingalls and its employees are committed to building a better future in our region. We often say that what our employees do every day matters – that applies not only to their work in building freedom at Ingalls, but also to their support for these vital community service organizations!”

Brian Cuccia
President, Ingalls Shipbuilding
The 6,000 men and women who work at Technical Solutions help solve some of our nation’s toughest challenges—from unmanned systems to nuclear and environmental services, to a wide variety of defense and federal solutions, to fleet sustainment, to complex oil and gas engineering projects. Many of them also solve challenges on the local level, giving their time, talent and money through our Global Day of Caring and many other community initiatives. I’m proud to work with a group of people that makes such a big difference in the United States and around the world. We are an organization that cares.”

Andy Green
President, Technical Solutions
through STEM and shipbuilding. I’ve been able to help young and old minds alike in various ways, and it’s been incredibly rewarding. Tommy Cragg has been an active and valuable part of the Newport News Shipbuilding community throughout his 15 years with the company. Not only does he support Newport News Shipbuilding-sponsored events – including annual food and school supply drives – he is also a passionate supporter of STEM-related school events.

“Participating in school-related volunteer programs is like watching a seed grow,” he said. “Our interaction with students and the public gives me an opportunity to cultivate young and old minds alike with STEM and shipbuilding.”
VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT

Terrence Nellum

Terrence Nellum has been an Ingalls Shipbuilding employee for 21 years, although he truly began to volunteer in 2018 when he was named to the Jackson County United Way Board of Directors. That love of service has spread. He now volunteers for the United Way Campaign Champions Training, Kickoff Event, Final Event, Annual Meeting and Leadership Giving Society.

“Since I began volunteering at United Way, it has opened up my understanding on how important United Way is for humanity,” he said.

Nellum said he believes volunteering brings hope to people who are struggling to find a way out of some hopeless situations.

“As one of the premier shipbuilding companies in the world, we need to set the example in the community and show that we are more than just shipbuilders,” he said. “We are part of the community. And I encourage all of my fellow shipbuilders to volunteer for their cause of choice.”
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Justin Uphichur
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Alicia Uzzle
“Many people say they don’t have time to volunteer. I say you don’t have to have a lot of time, you just have to have the heart to do something for others. The employees of Ingalls have big hearts and they are constantly doing something for others. They know and understand the value of giving back to the local community, to lifting the spirits of a homeless person or a single parent who is struggling to make ends meet. Our employees reach out in so many different ways, whether through participation in Day of Caring or the Salvation Army’s Angel Tree Project. When it comes to the true meaning of voluntarism, the employees of Ingalls set the example. They care and they take action.”

Dorothy Shaw
Manager, Community Relations
Ingalls Shipbuilding

“Our shipbuilders have so much pride in the hard work that they do to protect our country. But that sense of pride starts with giving back and serving their own communities. It is our responsibility to take care of ‘home’ whether it is through monetary giving, volunteering in the classroom or serving on a board. The more we invest our time, talent and treasure into the community, the more opportunities we create for others.”

Gary Artybridge
Manager, Community Relations
Newport News Shipbuilding

“Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. once said, ‘Everybody can be great ... because anybody can serve.’ Every day, in more than 45 locations around the world, the Technical Solutions family is giving their time, energy and support to enrich the lives of those in their community that are in need of a little extra help, support and encouragement. From adopting schools, mentoring youth, donating supplies and funds to feeding homeless veterans and volunteering during our inaugural Global Day of Caring, our employees continue to rise to the occasion. It inspires me and makes me that much more proud to be a part of this great organization.”

Miranda Williams
Manager, EEO and Diversity
Technical Solutions